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avant propos

A ski brand forged in an
uncompromised spirit and aesthetic.
A non-conformist spirit
Black crows is, first of all, a story of friendship, between two freeride
skiers of Chamonix, Camille Jaccoux and Bruno Compagnet. Two
well-known figures from the world of free skiing, lovers of mountains
and adventure. This passion is reflected in the desire to find skis
adapted to their practice in the Mont-Blanc massif. Dissatisfied with
the skis offered on the market and thanks to their meeting with the
industrialist Christophe Villemin, they decided to release their own
model. From this idea was born black crows, and a ski, the Corvus,
created in 2006 and put on the market in 2007.

Today for this 15th collection (sic), Black Crows is still there for skiing,
this desire for exploration and discovery becomes a range of products
for all areas of free skiing: from randonnée to freeride, on ski run and
all terrain. For men, women, kids and all those who want to have fun
while skiing. Black crows in 2022 is all about skiing, an entirely new
technical textile collection, strongly directed to environmental concern,
through materials or places of production. And accessories, poles,

seal skins, ski bag and backpack. On the other hand, briefs,
bras and toothbrush, we still don’t.
Skiing is a culture a true way of life, a specific universe that forges very
strong relationships between persons and with the nature that surrounds
them. Winter after winter, Black Crows encourage people to share this
culture. Enjoy skiing.

Avant-garde aesthetic

Cardinal virtues

Inspired by modern art, passing via urban culture, the black crows
identity is expressed with a modern and exclusive design.
Firstly the logo, created by Yorgo Tloupas of Yorgo&Co,
is an association of chevrons which remind us of our childhood
drawings and symbolises the squadron of crows.

Black crows have always associated themselves with the largest
manufacturers to design products which are robust and technically
irreproachable. Whether it be skis manufactured with the Elan,
Amer and Blizzard factories, or textiles made in partnership
with Polartec®, the detail of quality is the pillar of the brand.

Simple and geometric, it can be modified into infinity, creating
a perspective close to illusion, within the line of optical art.
Like this, black crows skis are recognisable to everybody.
The involvement of Yorgo&Co’s Paris design office and more
particularly of its founder, Yorgo Tloupas, in the artistic direction
of the brand, manifested the link between urban and skiing
universes. This relationship is equally one of the foundations
of the company, of having the willingness to surpass classic
boundaries between the mountains and the town with a new approach
to the mountains. With the clothing collections, the participation
of young well known international designers is witness of this desire
to associate technicality with open and unusual aestheticism.

The art of the descent
Conceived originally exclusively for downhill, the arrival of a freebird
range aimed at ski-touring and therefore for the ascent has not meant
a departure from the multiple requirements of daily use.
All our products must be efficient on the descent, whatever the terrain
and the conditions which they confront.

color
is back

design approach

Black Crows means colour.

For this fifteenth collection, the Yorgo&Co design office explored the
chevron patterns through the use of a key ingredient: the colour.
The chevron, in angular lines, very well redesigned and finally
developed. This lengthening of the ends of the chevron creates a
vanishing line that runs on the whole ski and the collection is thought
with that in mind, but completed with a further element: colour.
In order to improve the segmentation and the visual balance of the
pattern, the line thickness had been slightly modified. A change
that your senses will perceive. The three ranges remain segmented
according to the thickness of the lines, from the widest (big mountain)
to the thinnest (piste) through an intermediate thickness (all terrain).
As for the women’s collection (Birdie), it has been well defined by the
colour tone on the same segmentation.
Among freebird stars, the monochromes spread their light with a bit
of optical illusion thanks to the black crows topsheet. The chevron
pattern more or less absorb the light to give the impression that they
are really in relief.
It’s like in the movies. Just a strawberry ice cream, and everything is
perfect.

freeski
quartet

skis introduction

Each mountain is a different freedom feeling.
Our vision of free skiing is built around 4 categories: Big Mountain,
All Terrain, Piste and Randonnée. This approach guides our point of
view about skiing, with 4 invariable criteria: all terrain, all snow, ease,
efficiency. It is to achieve this objective that we test our skis on a daily
basis in the heart of the Chamonix mountains. This is where Black
Crows’ authenticity is forged.
Piste models, thought for an international resort target and, for a
specific part of these clients, introduce them to Black Crows skiing and
provide two new surprises: the Divus Birdie for women and the arrival
of a brand new unisex ski, never seen before: the Mirus Cor. «The Mirus
is a ski thought for performance and design, to achieve an alliance
between two worlds: freestyle and the most angular curves of today.
For what concerns All Terrain, there is a brand new model too here
attracting the designers: the Serpo. A ski intended both for playing with
the terrain and carving with power.
For Big Mountain, we technically and graphically renew the current

models, always with particular attention to power, pleasure, colours and
wildness.
The Freebird category has been enriched by a brand new model: the
Mentis, which comes from the desire to develop a very light, highperformance narrow ski, 80mm, but with very high skiability for this kind
of ski. For us, randonnée is always searching the best balance between
lightness and skiability.
The Stans is a completely new pole in its range, with an all carbon body
and aggressiveness for piste and all terrain. Everything is wonderful.
This is the ski adventure.

resort

slope range
The feeling of freedom while tracing a cold path in the early morning.
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“«Too long abandoned to the affable and commercial point of view, the piste is,
for us, synonymous with wild curves, magnificent lines, pulsations and thundering
accelerations... as the icy air whips our thirsty faces for speed.»”
Camille Jaccoux

resort
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orb
159.1
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 18

164.4
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 19

vertis
energetic
metallic
rapid
description :
The Orb is a success thanks to its versatility and accessibility. The
ski has an extended radius, its front rocker is progressive and, at
the rear, has an early rise. Energetic ski with rebound that likes to
go fast, these assets give the ski a strong grip thanks to its edge
length and good behaviour in powder snow with this progressive
flex. With its double plate titanal H shape, the Orb keeps its
stability unchanged. The plate concentrates the energy of the
titanal and allows the ski to be aerial while being well placed on
the ground. A piste beast and at the edge of a ski run.
2 new small sizes available (159 and 164)

169.2
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 21

174.3
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.9
radius : 21

179.1

the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 88mm at the waist
Front rocker: pivot and planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with extended
ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Double titanal plate in H shape along the ski: rebound and
tone, but also weight gain
Energetic flex with very good grip over its entire length:
efficient but manoeuvrable ski
Front rocker & early-rise heel
Mounting point: -10 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :

full ABS sidewall
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Additional materials: double titanal plate + aluminium tail inserts
Titanal H shape construction
Weight : 3350g/pair @179

170.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.9
radius : 15

175.4
tip : 12.8
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 15

180.8
tip : 12.9
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.2
radius : 15

cutting
precise
agile
description :
The vertis is a dynamic, playful short-radius ski (15m), tailored
for vitality. With an 85mm waist it can go from edge to edge
very swiftly, enhancing the joy of carving and cutting lines.
User-friendly but powerful with its intermediate degree of flex,
the Vertis is the classic Black Crows resort ski.
the nitty-gritty :
Small float: 85mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Short radius (15 m) and tight waist (85mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed, tight turn
riding
Sporty and fun flex
Front rocker & early-rise heel
Reinforced topsheet grip for added protection
Stainless steel front tip protection
Mounting point: -10cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :

Semi-cap construction
full ABS sidewall
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Weight : 3350g/pair @175

available in 2 versions:
flat (with shiny top sheet)
premounted with salomon E Z12 GW
(with reinforced top sheet)

tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 11
radius : 21

184.6
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 11.1
radius : 21

style code : 100992

style code «flat»: 101191 style code «premounted»: 101091

en voiture simone

am I making sense?

resort
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divus
167.0
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.0
radius : 17

172.1
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.0
radius : 16

177.3
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.0
radius : 17

182.4
tip : 12.6
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.2
radius : 17

mirus cor
sharp
subtle
incisive
description :
Intended for ski areas with an inclination for smooth surfaces
that call for the trajectory, the Divus has the same technical
characteristics as the Orb, but with a slimmer waist width
(82 mm), a shorter radius (17 meters) and a slightly reduced
rocker for smooth and dynamic ski driving. As with the Orb,
the ski stability is strengthened by a double plate titanal H
shape which concentrates the energy of the titanal and allows
the ski to be energetic while being well placed on the ground.
Pay attention with it!
the nitty-gritty :
Small float: 82mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Very short radius (17 m) and tight waist (82mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed
Energetic flex with very good grip over its entire length:
efficient but manoeuvrable ski
Mounting point: -9 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :

3D H construction
full ABS sidewall
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Additional materials: double titanal plate and aluminium
tail insert
Weight : 3400g/pair @177

168.3
tip : 13.1
waist : 8.7
tail : 12.1
radius : 13

173.2
tip : 13.1
waist : 8.7
tail : 12.2
radius : 13

178.0
tip : 13.4
waist : 8.7
tail : 12.3
radius : 13

184.2
tip : 13.5
waist : 8.7
tail : 12.5
radius : 13

new
new
angular
versatile
innovative
description :
A brand new UFO, the Mirus’ Cor is a ski thought for
performance and design, to achieve an alliance between
two worlds: freestyle and the most angular curves of today.
Built with a fairly long rocker and a split tail, it allows short
curves for playing, for piste, and for the side of the ski run, it is
carving in a black crows approach and/or all terrain freestyle.
Accessible, well-built and creative from any point of view.
COR
The acronym COR of Black Crows can be found on products
that want to change the normal practice and innovate with a
boost of creativity.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 87mm at the waist
Very short radius (13m): super responsiveness
Double rocker with fish tail: great maneuverability, control,
pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact: a good balance between
stability and maneuverability
Mono titanal plate in the middle of the ski: rebound and
tone, but also weight gain
Energetic flex with very good grip over its entire length:
efficient but super playful
Mounting point: -3.5 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Material: single titanal plate
Weight : 3600 g / pair @178

style code : 100994

style code : 101540

please, faster

hi, do you have a sauna ?

all-terrain

all-terrain range
Wild. Four letters. Running through the veins. To the wilderness
Black crows all-terrain skiing means playing wild on and off-piste.
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“Black crows is free skiing on all terrains. Go fast, go slow, big curve, small curve?
Jump, not jump? You choose, we are here to find more and move forward, always
with the same mind: that of playing for pleasure with the element in all sides.”
Camille Jaccoux

all-terrain
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justis
171.3
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.0
tail : 12.1
radius : 20

177.4
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.0
tail : 12.3
radius : 20

183.1
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.0
tail : 12.3
radius : 21

189.3
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.0
tail : 12.3
radius : 21

camox
homogeneous
incisive
wild
description :
An all-terrain ski intended for the wildest adventures, the
Justis has sufficient waist surface for going far, its double
titanal plate for committed skiing and a good dose of rocker
for flexibility during control. A ski for skiers evolving in a ski
area who want a ski able to bring them further.
the nitty-gritty :
Good floatation: 100mm at the waist
Progressive front rocker and slight rear rocker: pivot
control, maneuverability, planing
Classic camber: balance between stability and
maneuverability
Radius: 21 meters for an attacking soul
Flex: energetic with double titanal H-shaped plate for a better
response
Mounting point: -8 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap 3D
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Material: double titanal plate, H shape, full ABS sidewall
Additional materials: double titanal plate and aluminium
tail insert
Weight : 4300 g / pair @183

168.1
tip : 12.8
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

174.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

180.4
tip : 13.0
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.8
radius : 20

186.5
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.9
radius : 20

good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
This incomparable mid-fat all terrain ski is reputed
for its tolerance and playfulness. The association of a very
progressive flex and good lenghten side lines brings great
maneuverability and strong hold at high speed. With a DNA
derived from freestyle, the progressive and supple flex makes
it easy to handle and adapted to progression; whereas
its side lines give a very effective and stable edge. Creativity
for everybody on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 97mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Slightly straight sidecut (20 meters radius): stability at high
speed, balance with firmness and maneuverability
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact: a good balance between
stability and maneuverability
Progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
Mounting point: -6 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap step-down
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 3650 g / pair @180

style code : 101211

style code : 101207

on est à fond new age

do I embarrass you ?

all-terrain
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captis
171.1
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

178.3
tip : 12.0
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.1
radius : 18

184.2
tip : 12.2
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.2
radius : 18

serpo new
fun-loving
aerial
responsive
description :
Intermediate float, speed and quickness, the Captis is the
ideal ski for ski areas. Thin and therefore a more responsive
ski with a quick edge-to-edge transition. The Captis is a very
forgiving and pleasant ski. The ultimate wild ski for skiing and
jumping.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 90mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Tight sidecut and 18 meter radius: good driving in curves.
Getting started for cut driving is quick and easy.
The ski turns quite short.
Tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
Mounting point: -6 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi-cap
Core : poplar / fiberglass
Weight : ABS sidewall
Weight : 3500 g / pair @178

168.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.3
radius : 20

174.1
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.5
radius : 20

180.1
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.5
radius : 20

186.3

carver
stable
easy
description :
A newcomer in all-terrain skiing, the Serpo is designed for the
piste and partially for off-piste. With 93mm at the waist, it’s
a good carver, it’s there to really play with the terrain with its
good flex and responsiveness together thanks to it’s layer of
metal for grip and stability. But this does not erase the ease
and pleasure of the game.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 93mm at the waist
Progressive front rocker and slight rear rocker: pivot
control, maneuverability, planing
Classic camber: balance between stability
and maneuverability
Radius: 20 meters for an attacking soul
Flex: energetic with double titanal plate underfoot
for a better response
Mounting point: -8 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi-cap 3D
Core : poplar / fiberglass
Material: double titanal plate, H shape
Weight : 3650 g / pair @180

tip : 13.2
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.5
radius : 20

style code : 101209

style code : 101541

all these beauties in front of us

turn it down please

big mountain

freeride range
Powder snow can be like the magic of a romantic moment, everything
becomes unreal and incredibly special.
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“Big mountain skis are the soul of black crows. Large, wide, agile,
they are intended for all terrain of mountains. If your desire is for a beautiful
experience in powder snow, a slope in the wood, a peak or the first cable
car after a snowfall, you are in the right place.”
Camille Jaccoux

big mountain
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nocta
177.6
tip : 13.9
waist : 12.2
tail : 13.2
radius : 26

185.5
tip : 14.0
waist : 12.2
tail : 13.2
radius : 26

190.6
tip : 14.0
waist : 12.2
tail : 13.4
radius : 26

anima
unsinkable
light
playful
description :
Great flotation and good handling, the nocta is the ultimate
toy for big conditions. The association of great float,
full reverse camber and straight edges allow the nocta
to accumulate big flotation in powder, good stability on
the edges and a great handling.
the nitty-gritty :
Big float: 122mm at the waist
Inverted camber: easy to pivot and curves in carving
Straight sidecut: long radius of turn, high speed stability
Flex: intermediate over the entire length of the ski, forgiving
and performance at the same time
Mounting point: -6cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: paulownia / poplar / paulownia
Material: fiberglass
Weight : 4000 g / pair @185

176.6
tip : 14.4
waist : 11.5
tail : 13.4
radius : 19

182.1
tip : 14.5
waist : 11.5
tail : 13.5
radius : 19

189.2
tip : 14.7
waist : 11.5
tail : 13.6
radius : 19

194.4
tip : 14.8
waist : 11.5
tail : 13.7
radius : 19

eager
animated
animalistic
description :
This Anima is a ski dedicated to big mountain that combines
power and maneuverability. It is a ski that can easily close
your curves, is very playful, with a great performance on hard
snow and very stable at high speed. The Anima embraces the
creativity of the skier (big lines, jumps, quick pivoting, switch),
always with skis under your feet.
the nitty-gritty :
Big floatation: 115mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Short classic camber: classic camber underfoot with short
ski/snow contact, more maneuverability
Extended sidecut: long radius of turn, high speed stability,
good grip
Substantial and progressive tip float: easy planing
Very progressive flex at the tip and tail, but firmer at the
ski/snow contact points: good deformation in soft snow and
effectiveness on hard snow
Mounting point: -6cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Materia highlightl: Kevlar stringers
Weight : 4500 g / pair @182

style code : 101219

style code : 101217

I want you to go deeper

we are on a mission

big mountain
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atris
178.3
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.5
radius : 20

184.2
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.5
radius : 20

189.7
tip : 14.0
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.6
radius : 20

corvus
precursor
playful
versatile
description :
The squadron’s flagship model : the atris is a success with
everyone on all snow types around the world. This stable ski
is quick when edging, with a progressive tail and a tolerant
degree of flex; a powerful performer at high speed without loss
of maneuverability. A really sporty character. The atris is a big
mountain ski for all types of weather and snow conditions,
a stylish door-opener to the world of big mountain skiing.
the nitty-gritty :
Good floatation: 108mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact: a good balance between
stability and maneuverability
Slightly straight sidecut (20 meters radius): more
stability at high speed, better balance with firmness and
maneuverability
Progressive tip float: great consistency in curves, easy
planing
Firm and constant flex: a very stable ski
Mounting point: -8cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi-cap step-down
Core : poplar / fiberglass
Weight : 4000 g / pair @184

176.1
tip : 13.4
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.5
radius : 21

183.4
tip : 13.7
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

188.2
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.7
radius : 21

193.3
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.8
radius : 21

lively
powerful
alpine
description :
This iconic model of black crows, the corvus remains
the guardian of the nest with its alpine DNA combined to
a reverse camber. Aimed at freeride, the Corvus has a very
good pivot thanks to its reverse camber and a very strong
grip on the hard pack snow thanks to a flat underfoot
segment and a double Titanal plate. The ski is powerful
and grips the ground well. Battle-ready as ever, the corvus
with its balance offers greater confidence on all types
of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Good floatation: 107mm at the waist
Reverse camber and flat surface in the middle of the ski:
lots of pivot and very powerful grip
Double titanal plate: stability and precision
21 meter radius: an attacking soul
Solid flex underfoot then progressive in tip and tail:
comfort and efficiency
Mounting point: -8cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi cap
Core : poplar / fiberglass
Material : double titanal plate, 120 cm length
Weight : 3900 g / pair @183

style code : 101213

style code : 101215

we shower together

french people kiss better

big mountain
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solis
173.3
tip : 12.5
waist : 10.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 25

180.0
tip : 12.6
waist : 10.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 25

precursor
playful
versatile
description :
The squadron’s flagship model : the atris is a success with
everyone on all snow types around the world. This stable ski
is quick when edging, with a progressive tail and a tolerant
degree of flex; a powerful performer at high speed without
loss of maneuverability. A really sporty character. The atris is a
big mountain ski for all types of weather and snow conditions,
a stylish door-opener to the world of big mountain skiing.
the nitty-gritty :
Good float: 100mm at the waist
Progressive and simple front rocker: to avoid oversteering
Long radius: very good grip on hard snow and specific for
steep slopes
Progressive heel and light rear rocker: for a better support
in the rear part and helpful in pivoting
Light classic camber: balance between stability and
maneuverability
Long and homogeneous flex: to avoid oversteering
Mounting point: -9 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: paulownia / poplar
Material: titanal plate under the binding / mixed fiberglass /
carbon,full ABS sidewall
Feature: minimalist seal skin attachment at the front
Weight : 3450g/paire @173cm

style code : 100841
elle est bien raide

freebird

touring range
The trip. Emotion. Autonomy. One of the last places of true freedom.
The rest is just details.
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“«For us, a mountain ski is a simple equation: lightness,
but skiability, reliability and strength. The freebird range
thus pursues its ambition: high efficiency on the ascent
and undisturbed pleasure on the slope.”
Bruno Compagnet

freebird
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ferox freebird
170.1
tip : 13.5
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

176.7
tip : 13.5
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

181.4
tip : 13.6
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

186.2
tip : 13.7
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.7
radius : 21

corvus freebird
surfy
aggressive
light
description :
The Ferox freebird was born from the need to offer a twin tip,
double rocker and powder type Randonnée ski that remains
efficient on the edge. The objective is therefore powder and
the sensation of floating on the snow, but the soul is still alpine,
adaptable to all possible Randonnée conditions. With its rear tip
and a double rocker, it is a ski that offers very good sensations
in powder with its planing and immediate pivot, but which
keeps a good stability on hard snow thanks to progressive
sidecuts.
To optimize its weight (3600g in 181cm), the Ferox freebird has
been designed on a 3D H shape, hollow in the upper part of
the ski that allows to lighten it without altering its solidity thanks
to a carbon reinforcement following this 3D shape. The core
has also been lightened with a blend of paulownia, poplar and,
for the first time at Black Crows, isocore (polyurethane foam
reinforced with continuous fiberglass).
the nitty-gritty :
Big float: 110mm at the waist
Double rocker: immediate pivoting
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Straight sidecut: long radius of turn (21m), high speed stability
Progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
Mounting point: -8cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :

176.0
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.7
tail : 11.9
radius : 21

183.4
tip : 14.0
waist : 10.7
tail : 11.9
radius : 21

188.2
tip : 14.2
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.0
radius : 21

light
big-hearted
powerful
description :
The ski to choose for all serious randonnée ski enthusiasts,
the Corvus freebird benefits from a less pronounced rocker,
a more dynamic heel and extended sidecuts. The result is a
more aggressive and more precise handling while entering
and exiting a turn. A ski that further improves its response.
With a titanal plate under the foot which increases the screw
pulling strength, to use the new hybrid bindings. So life is
always rosy.
the nitty-gritty :
Good float: 109mm at the waist
Progressive front rocker and slightly contoured sidecut:
great stability in carving
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Progressive heel: better support and helpful in pivoting
Titanal plate under the feet, suitable for new hybrid bindings
Mounting points: -10cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi-cap
Core : poplar
Material : mixed glass and carbon fibers. 			
Titanal renforcement under bindings / mix of glass and carbon
fibers
Weight: 3650 g / pair @176
3750 g / pair @183
4150 g / pair @188

Construction: semi-cap and cap on tip for weight
gain, feeling of lightness and maneuverability
ABS sidewall except on tip
Lightened core: paulownia - isocore - poplar / fiberglass
Additional material: 3D carbon construction H-shaped, hollow
in the middle to save weight + 2 strips of poplar under the
bindings as reinforcement
Weight: 3400g/pair @ 170

3500g/pair @ 176
3600g/pair @ 181
3800g/pair @ 186

style code : 101014

style code : 101229

you’re never here

sensual dancing

freebird
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navis freebird
167.1
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.6
radius : 18

173.4
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.8
radius : 19

179.1
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.9
radius : 19

185.8
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.2
tail : 12.0
radius : 19

camox freebird
adventurer
alpine
light
description :
102 mm dedicated to the spirit of adventure. A balance
between float and ski-ability, alpine conduct and progressive
front rocker, the navis freebird is built for far-flung or daily
quests. Last season improvements on stability has reinforced
its all-round caracteristics, that being a perfect balance
between lightness and skiability.
the nitty-gritty :
Good float: 102mm at the waist
Progressive front rocker and flared tip: great stability in
carving
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Progressive heel: better support and helpful in pivoting
Titanal reinforcement under the bindings: consolidation of
the binding assembly
Mounting point: -9cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :

construction: semi-cap and cap on tip for weight gain,
feeling of lightness and maneuverability
ABS sidewall except on tip
Core: paulownia - poplar - paulownia / mixed carbon
& glass fiber
Material addition: 65cm titanal reinforcement under
the bindings
Weight : 3100g/pair @ 167
3250g/pair @ 173
3400g/pair @ 179
3600g/pair @ 185

style code : 101018
I don’t remember it being this far

160.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.3
radius : 17

166.2
tip : 13.2
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.3
radius : 17

172.2
tip : 13.3
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.3
radius : 17

178.2
tip : 13.3
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.4
radius : 17

183.3
tip : 13.5
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.5
radius : 17

188.3
tip : 13.6
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.7
radius : 17

accessible
effective
lighter
description :
Best of the mid-fat touring skis, the camox freebird lively,
catchy and light. Unable to blush at its success, this modern
ski focuses all the expectations of a ski in a hurry to arrive
at the top to express its superb potential for the descent.
A sporty flex, classic camber and double rocker, all the
pleasure of off-piste in a touring version.
the nitty-gritty :
moderate waist: 96mm underfoot
Progressive front rocker and slight rear rocker: pivot
control, maneuverability, planing
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact: a good balance between
stability and maneuverability
Progressive heel: better support and helpful in pivoting
Flex: intermediate over the entire length of the ski, forgiving
and performance at the same time
Mounting point: -9cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
construction: semi-cap and cap on tip for weight gain,
feeling of lightness and maneuverability
ABS sidewall except on tip
Core: paulownia / mixed carbon & glass fiber
Additional material: a large titanal reinforcement (50cm)
under the bindings
(possibility of mounting salomon shift / marker kingpin)
Weight : 2500g/pair @ 160
2750g/pair @ 166
2900g/pair @ 172
3000g/pair @ 178
3200g/pair @ 183
3300g/pair @ 188

style code : 101020
I think I am high

freebird
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orb freebird
161.3
tip : 12.3
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.0
radius : 18

167.2
tip : 12.6
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.0
radius : 18

173.1
tip : 12.6
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.1
radius : 18

179.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.2
radius : 18

184.1
tip : 12.7
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.2
radius : 18

ova freebird
light
strong
authentic
description :
With its famous one-piece fluorescent yellow, the Orb freebird
is a point of reference in Randonnée skiing. Now designed
with a fine and progressive rocker float that gives it a strong
base and a very secure grip, it is the perfect companion for
vertical odyssey. Built for mountains with a waist width of
90mm, light and with very good skiability, it will be with you in
all your adventures, including the most radical like the steep
slope.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 90mm at the waist
Front rocker: pivot and planing
Classic camber: balance between stability and
maneuverability
Titanal reinforcement under the bindings: consolidation of
the binding assembly
Flex: intermediate over the entire length of the ski, forgiving
and performance at the same time
Titanal plate under the feet, suitable for new hybrid bindings
Mounting point: -10 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
construction: semi-cap and cap on tip for weight gain,
feeling of lightness and maneuverability
ABS sidewall except on tip
Core: paulownia / mixed carbon & glass fiber
Additional material: a large titanal reinforcement under
the bindings
Possibility of mounting salomon shift / marker kingpin
Weight : 2500g/pair @ 161
2600g/pair @ 167
2700g/pair @ 173
2800g/pair @ 179
3000g/pair @ 184

162.4
tip : 12.0
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.2
radius : 17

170.2
tip : 12.2
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.5
radius : 17

175.2
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

180.4
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

tough
playful
super light
description :
Very light and handy, the Ova freebird is a pure modern
randonnée ski in its category. Its heart is a core of paulownia
and a mixture of glass and carbon fibres, with a weight of
2.25kg in 175cm. In terms of shape, it has a progressive heel
float, soft sidecuts and a forgiving flex that allows the Ova
freebird to have a big pivot with a great performance on hard
snow.
the nitty-gritty :
Smallfloat: 85mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Light rear rocker: helpful in pivoting and responsiveness
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Short radius (17 meters): very agile on smooth terrain and in
chopped powder
Progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
Mounting point: -8 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : cap
Core : paulownia
Material : mixed glass and carbon fibers
Titanal reinforcements under bindings
Weight : 2100g/pair @ 162
2200g/pair @ 170
2250g/pair @ 175
2400g/pair @ 180

style code : 101231

style code : 101233

tu m’aimes encore?

i can resist everything except
temptation

freebird

mentis freebird
157.1
tip : 10.9
waist : 8.0
tail : 10.0
radius : 18

164.3
tip : 10.9
waist : 8.0
tail : 10.0
radius : 18

171.0
tip : 11.0
waist : 8.0
tail : 10.0
radius : 19

178.2
tip : 11.1
waist : 8.0
tail 10.1
radius : 19
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new
ultra light
for high performance
skier
description :
The Mentis comes from the desire to develop a very light,
high-performance narrow ski, but with very high skiability
for this kind of ski. 80mm wide, wider than a competition
ski but with a featherweight; the width brings comfort and
confidence. Mentis means technology for great user, comfort
in soft snow and precise driving in rough terrain. When you
get to the top very quickly, there you can look down with
relish. The Mentis has no limits.
the nitty-gritty :
80mm at the waist
Front rocker: pivot and planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Titanal reinforcement under the bindings: consolidation of
the binding assembly
Flex: intermediate over the entire length of the ski, forgiving
and performance at the same time
Mounting point: -11 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: cap semi-cap
Core: paulownia
Material: titanal reinforcement under the bindings / mix of
glass and carbon fibres
Weight : 2000g/pair @171

style code : 101371
yesterday i ate a whole pizza

birdie

female range
The feminine side of black cr birdie is the blackcrows DNA for women.
Same shape, same intention, same definition, same purpose: skiing.
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“Skis specifically made for women, the birdies are delicately lighter,
subtly more supple and decorated with a certain amount of luminescence.”
Camille Jaccoux

birdie
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anima birdie
176.6
tip : 14.4
waist : 11.5
tail : 13.4
radius : 19

182.1
tip : 14.5
waist : 11.5
tail : 13.5
radius : 19

atris birdie
eager
animated
animalistic
description :
Beyond its shimmering colours, this Anima birdie is a ski
dedicated to big mountain that combines confidence and
maneuverability. It can easily close your curves, is very playful,
with a great performance on hard snow and very stable at
high speed. The Anima wants to answer to skier’s creativity by
always being under her feet. Let it go!
the nitty-gritty :
Big float: 115mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Short classic camber: classic camber underfoot with short
ski/snow contact, more maneuverability
Extended sidecut: long radius of turn, high speed stability,
good grip
Substantial and progressive tip float: easy planing
Homogenized flex: good deformation in soft snow and
effectiveness on hard snow
Mounting point: -6cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Material: Kevlar strips
Weight : 4500g/pair @182

160.1
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.2
radius : 20

169.1
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.3
radius : 20

178.3
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.5
radius : 20

precursor
playful
light
description :
Like its universal avatar, the atris birdie focusses on four
things : stability, rapid edging, tolerant degree of flex
and progressive tail rise. This combination means that
these skis perform superbly at high speed without loss
of maneuverability or sportiness. Lighter and a little more
supple than the universal Atris, the atris birdie is the favourite
choice of women freeriders who want skis that are effective
in all conditions, on hard and deep snow alike.
the nitty-gritty :
Good float: 108mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Progressive tip float: great consistency in curves, easy
planing
Slightly straight sidecut (20 meters radius): more
stability at high speed, better balance with firmness and
maneuverability
Very progressive flex at the tip and tail, but firmer at the
ski/snow contact points: good deformation in soft snow and
effectiveness on hard snow
Mounting point: -8cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi-cap step down
Core : poplar / fiberglass
Weight: 3550 g / pair @169

style code : 101227

style code : 101225

we have a secret life

je parle français

birdie
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camox birdie
156.1
tip : 12.5
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.4
radius : 18

162.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.5
radius : 18

168.1
tip : 12.8
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

174.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

captis birdie
good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
This incomparable mid-fat all terrain ski is reputed for
its tolerance and playfulness. The association of a very
progressive flex and good lenghten side lines brings great
maneuverability and strong hold at high speed. With a DNA
derived from freestyle, the progressive and supple flex
makes it easy to handle and adapted to progression;
whereas its side lines give a very effective and stable edge.
Creativity for everybody on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 97mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Slightly straight sidecut (20 meters radius): more stability at
high speed, better balance with firmness and maneuverability
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact: a good balance between
stability and maneuverability
Progressive flex: comfortable in curves and efficient in all
terrain
Mounting point: -6 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap step-down
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 3450 g / pair @168

149.3

fun-loving
aerial
responsive

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

description :

157.3

Medium width, rapid and vivacious, the captis birdie is ideal
for resort skiing. The captis birdie is relatively narrow making
it very responsive and meaning quick edge-to-edge transition.
Lighter and softer than the unisex version, this is a women’s
only savage ski.

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

164.2
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

171.1
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

the nitty-gritty :
Moderate float: 90 mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact: a good balance between
stability and maneuverability
Tight sidecut and 17 meter radius: good driving in curves.
Getting started for carving is quick and easy. The ski turns
quite short
Tolerant flex slightly relaxed if compared to the universal
model: comfortable and accessible
Mounting point: -6 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5 mm x L 7mm on sizes 149 and 157
diameter 3.5 mm x L 9mm on sizes 164 and 171
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157

style code : 101221

style code : 101223

I’ll do anything you want

those french people are so rude

birdie

divus birdie
157.2
tip : 11.8
waist : 8.2
tail : 10.3
radius : 16

162.3
tip : 12.0
waist : 8.2
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

167.2
tip : 12.2
waist : 8.2
tail : 10.7
radius : 16
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vertis birdie

new
lively
narrow
incisive
description :
Intended for ski areas with an inclination for smooth surfaces
that call for the trajectory, the Divus birdie has the same
technical characteristics as the Orb, but with a slimmer waist
width (82 mm), a shorter radius (16 meters) and a slightly
reduced rocker for smooth and dynamic ski driving. The ski
stability is strengthened by a double plate titanal H shape
which concentrates the energy of the titanal and allows the
ski to be energetic while being well placed on the ground.
Attention! It is for ski run!
the nitty-gritty :
Moderate float: 82mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Very short radius (16 m) and tight waist (82mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed
Energetic flex with very good grip over its entire length:
efficient but manoeuvrable ski
Mounting point: -9 cm
Drilling: diameter 4.1mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :

construction : 3D
Core: poplar / fiberglass
double titanal plate in H shape
Weight : 2950g/ pair @162

152.6
tip : 12.0
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.4
radius : 14

159.3
tip : 12.2
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.5
radius : 14

169.6
tip : 12.7
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.9
radius : 15

cutting
precise
agile
description :
With a lightened core and a softer flex compared to its
universal avatar, the Vertis birdie is the preferred choice for
skiers who want an accessible and efficient piste-style ski.
With its short radius (15 meters) and 85mm at the waist, it
benefits from a very fast edge-to-edge transition which stirs
up the pleasure of tight turns. With three intermediate sizes
(152, 159, 169), the Vertis birdie is our best female piste ski.
the nitty-gritty :
Narrower underfoot: 85 mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Short radius (15m) and tight waist (85 mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed, tight turn
riding. A ski for piste and changing snow, very stable with a
very fast edge-to-edge transition
Sporty and fun flex
Mounting point: -7 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi-cap
Core : poplar / fiberglass
Weight : 2650g/pair @152
available in 2 versions:
flat (with shiny top sheet)
premounted with salomon E M10 GW
(with reinforced top sheet)

style code : 101542

style code «flat»: 101193 style code «premounted»: 101257

you are amazing

stop texting me

junior

junior range
Joyfulness. Growing. And full of ingenuity.
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“The «juniors» are the real future of this unique practice of skiing.”
Camille Jaccoux

junior
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atris jr
156.1
tip : 12.5
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.4
radius : 18

162.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.5
radius : 18

168.1
tip : 12.8
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

fun-loving
aerial
responsive
description :
A great mid-fat all terrain ski with a lot of playfulness. The flex
is constant and progressive, and with a light weight, the atris
junior is super easy to handle. The radius (18m) drives well,
the progressive and supple flex makes it easy to handle and
adapted to progression; whereas its side lines give a very
effective and stable edge. Creativity for the youngs on all
types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Good float: 97mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Slightly straight sidecut (18 meters radius): more stability at
high speed, better balance with firmness and maneuverability
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact: a good balance between
stability and maneuverability
Progressive flex: comfortable in curves and efficient in all
terrain
Mounting point: -6 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 9mm
technical specifications :
Construction : semi-cap construction step-down
Core : poplar wood / fiberglass
Weight : 3150g / pair @162

style code : 101239
I don’t care

junior
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camox jr
139.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.2
radius : 16

149.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

157.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

164.2
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

camox birdie jr
good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
Behaviour on snow : Destined to the 14-18 years old, the
camox junior combines rapidity and vivacity with its short
radius (16-17m). This ski has a good bearing capacity
thanks to its 90 mm under foot. Its tolerant flex make it super
accessible and catchy. It has a classic camber medium with
a double rocker which allow a great handling ability and pivot
move. A wild ski for young savages.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 90 mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Tight sidecut and 17 meter radius: good driving in curves.
Getting started for carving is quick and easy. The ski turns
quite short
Tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
Mounting point: -6 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 7mm on sizes 139, 149 and 157
diameter 3.5 mm x L 9 mm on sizes 164 and 171
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157

139.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.2
radius : 16

149.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

157.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

164.2
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
Destined to the 14-18 years old, the camox junior version
Birdie combines rapidity and vivacity with its short radius
(16-17m). This ski has a good bearing capacity thanks to its
90 mm under foot. Its tolerant flex make it super accessible
and catchy. It has a classic camber medium with a double
rocker which allow a great handling ability and pivot move.
A wild ski for young savage girls.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 90 mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Tight sidecut and 17 meter radius: good driving in curves.
Getting started for carving is quick and easy. The ski turns
quite short
Tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
Mounting point: -6 cm
Drilling: diameter 3.5mm x L 7mm on sizes 139, 149
and 157diameter 3.5 mm x L 9mm on a size of 164
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157

171.1
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

style code : 101241

style code : 101243

I know what I’m doing

I know a lot of annoying people

junior
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junius
130.5
tip : 10.6
waist : 8.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 15

140.5
tip : 12.1
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 11

150.5
tip : 12.1
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 14

junius birdie
playful
wild
fun
description :
Our junior ski aimed at 7 – 13 year olds focussed on the black
crows DNA, making a very accessible ski which prioritises
the pleasure of skiing. Double tip so that the youngsters can
devote themselves, unhindered, to all the subtleties of free
skiing, the junius is a ski which is made to perform well on all
snow conditions. It is available in three sizes (130-140-150).
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float for kids: 80-85mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Short radius: good handling for turning and makes it easier
to learn how to fast turn
Soft flex: comfortable and accessible
Drilling: diameter 3.5 mm x L 7 mm on a size of 130
diameter 3.5 mm x L 9 mm on sizes 140 and 150

130.5
tip : 10.6
waist : 8.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 15

140.5
tip : 12.1
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 11

150.5
tip : 12.1
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 14

playful
wild
fun
description :
Our junior ski aimed at 7 – 13 year olds focused on the black
crows DNA, making a very accessible ski which prioritises
the pleasure of skiing. Double tip so that the youngsters can
devote themselves, unhindered, to all the subtleties of free
skiing, the junius is a ski which is made to perform well on all
snow conditions. It is available in three sizes (130-140-150).
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 80-85mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Short radius: good handling for turning and makes it easier
to learn how to fast turn
Soft flex: comfortable and accessible
Drilling: diameter 3.5 mm x L 7 mm on a size of 130 diameter
3.5 mm x L 9 mm on sizes 140 and 150

technical specifications :

technical specifications :

Construction : cap construction
Core : foam
Weight : 2450 g / pair @140

Construction : cap construction
Core : foam
Weight : 2450 g / pair @140

style code : 101235

style code : 101237

if you can read this, you’re not at school

if you can read this, you’re not at school

rental

rental
It’s the discovery of black crows skiing, with a full range of iconic models
for a new generation of customers.
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« Blackcrow’s rental is synonymous with quality and accessibility,
but it is above all a premium experience on snow. »
Camille Jaccoux

resort
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vertis rt
170.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 8.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 15

175.4
tip : 12.8
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 15

180.8
tip : 12.9
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.2
radius : 15

divus rt
cutting
precise
agile
description :
The vertis is a dynamic, playful short-radius ski (15m), tailored
for vitality. With an 85mm waist it can go from edge to edge
very swiftly, enhancing the joy of carving and cutting lines.
User-friendly but powerful with its intermediate degree of flex,
the Vertis is the classic Black Crows resort ski.
the nitty-gritty :
Small float: 85mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Short radius (15 m) and tight waist (85mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed, tight turn
riding
Sporty and fun flex
Front rocker & early-rise heel
Reinforced topsheet grip for added protection
Stainless steel front tip protection
premounted with salomon E Z12 gripwalk Black bindings
technical specifications :

Construction: Semi-cap
full ABS sidewall
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Weight : 3350 g / pair @175 (weight without bindings)

167.2
tip : 12.2
waist : 8.2
tail : 10.7
radius : 16

172.1
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.0
radius : 16

177.3
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.0
radius : 16

182.4
tip : 12.6
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.2
radius : 17

sharp
subtle
incisive
description :
Intended for ski areas with an inclination for smooth surfaces
that call for the trajectory, the Divus has the same technical
characteristics as the Orb, but with a slimmer waist width
(82 mm), a shorter radius (17 meters) and a slightly reduced
rocker for smooth and dynamic ski driving. As with the Orb,
the ski stability is strengthened by a double plate titanal H
shape which concentrates the energy of the titanal and allows
the ski to be energetic while being well placed on the ground.
Pay attention with it!
the nitty-gritty :
Small float: 82mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Very short radius (17 m) and tight waist (82mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed
Energetic flex with very good grip over its entire length:
efficient but manoeuvrable ski
premounted with salomon E Z12 gripwalk Black bindings
technical specifications :

Construction: 3D en H
full ABS sidewall
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Additional materials: double titanal plate + aluminium
tail insert
Weight : 3400 g / pair @177 (weight without bindings)

style code : 101091

style code : 101198

am I making sense?

please, faster

all terrain
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captis rt
171.1
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

178.3
tip : 12.0
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.1
radius : 18

184.2
tip : 12.2
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.2
radius : 18

serpo rt
fun-loving
aerial
responsive
description :
Intermediate float, speed and quickness, the Captis is the
ideal ski for ski areas. Thin and therefore a more responsive
ski with a quick edge-to-edge transition. The Captis is a very
forgiving and pleasant ski. The ultimate wild ski for skiing and
jumping.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 90mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Tight sidecut and 18 meter radius: good driving in curves.
Getting started for carving is quick and easy. The ski turns
quite short
Tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
premounted with salomon E Z12 gripwalk Black bindings
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 3500 g / pair @178 (weight without bindings)

168.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.3
radius : 20

174.1
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.5
radius : 20

180.1
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.5
radius : 20

186.3

new
carver
stable
easy
description :
A newcomer in all-terrain skiing, the Serpo is designed for the
piste and partially for off-piste. With 93mm at the waist, it’s
a good carver, it’s there to really play with the terrain with its
good flex and responsiveness together thanks to its layer of
metal for grip and stability. But this does not erase the ease
and pleasure of the game.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 93mm at the waist
Progressive front rocker and slight rear rocker: pivot
control, maneuverability, planing
Classic camber: balance between stability and
maneuverability
Radius: 20 meters for an attacking soul
Flex: energetic with double titanal plate underfoot for a better
response
premounted with salomon E M12 gripwalk Black bindings
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap 3D
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Material: double titanal plate underfoot
Weight : 2650 g / pair @180 (weight without bindings)

tip : 13.2
waist : 9.3
tail : 11.5
radius : 20

style code : 101254

style code : 101544

all these beauties in front of us

turn it down please

all terrain

resort

camox rt

divus birdie rt

169.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

175.4
tip : 13.0
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.8
radius : 20

181.1
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.9
radius : 20

good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
This incomparable mid-fat all terrain ski is reputed
for its tolerance and playfulness. The association of a very
progressive flex and good lenghten side lines brings great
maneuverability and strong hold at high speed. With a DNA
derived from freestyle, the progressive and supple flex makes
it easy to handle and adapted to progression; whereas
its side lines give a very effective and stable edge. Creativity
for everybody on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 97mm at the waist
Progressive front rocker and slight rear rocker: great
maneuverability, control, pivot
Slightly straight sidecut (20 meters radius): stability at high
speed, balance with firmness and maneuverability
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with ski
contact
Intermediate snow: balance between stability and
maneuverability
Progressive flex: comfortable and forgiving
premounted with salomon E M12 gripwalk Black bindings
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap step-down
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 3550 g / pair @175 (weight without bindings)

157.2
tip : 11.8
waist : 8.2
tail : 10.3
radius : 16

162.3
tip : 12.0
waist : 8.2
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

167.2
tip : 12.1
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.7
radius : 16

62
new
lively
narrow
incisive
description :
Intended for ski areas with an inclination for smooth surfaces
that call for the trajectory, the Divus birdie has the same
technical characteristics as the Orb, but with a slimmer waist
width (82 mm), a shorter radius (17 meters) and a slightly
reduced rocker for smooth and dynamic ski driving. The ski
stability is strengthened by a double plate titanal H shape
which concentrates the energy of the titanal and allows the
ski to be energetic while being well placed on the ground.
Attention! It is for ski run!
the nitty-gritty :
Small float: 82mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Very short radius (17 m) and tight waist (82mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed
Energetic flex with very good grip over its entire length:
efficient but manoeuvrable ski
premounted with salomon E M10 gripwalk White bindings
technical specifications :
Construction: 3D
Core: poplar / fiberglass
double titanal plate in H shape
Weight : 2950 g / pair @162 (weight without bindings)

style code : 101546

style code : 101554

do I embarrass you ?

you are amazing

resort
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vertis birdie rt
152.6
tip : 12.0
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.4
radius : 14

159.3
tip : 12.2
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.5
radius : 14

169.6
tip : 12.7
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.9
radius : 15

captis birdie rt
cutting
precise
agile
description :
With a lightened core and a softer flex compared to its
universal avatar, the Vertis birdie is the preferred choice for
skiers who want an accessible and efficient piste-style ski.
With its short radius (15 meters) and 85mm at the waist, it
benefits from a very fast edge-to-edge transition which stirs
up the pleasure of tight turns. With three intermediate sizes
(152, 159, 169), the Vertis birdie is our best female piste ski.
the nitty-gritty :
Small float: 85 mm at the waist
Light rocker: stability, small pivot, good edge grip, planing
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
extended ski/snow contact for typical alpine curve handling
Short radius (15m) and tight waist (85 mm):
responsiveness, edge-to-edge transition speed, tight turn
riding. A ski for piste and changing snow, very stable with
a very fast edge-to-edge transition
Sporty and fun flex
premounted with salomon E M10 gripwalk White bindings
technical specifications :

Semi-cap construction
Core: poplar / fiberglass
Weight : 2650 g / pair @152 (weight without bindings)

149.3

fun-loving
aerial
responsive

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 15

description :

157.3

Medium width, rapid and vivacious, the captis birdie is ideal
for resort skiing. The captis birdie is relatively narrow making
it very responsive and meaning quick edge-to-edge transition.
Lighter and softer than the unisex version, this is a women’s
only savage ski.

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

164.2
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

171.1
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 90 mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow
Contact: a good balance between stability and
maneuverability
Tight sidecut and 17 meter radius: good driving in curves.
Getting started for carving is quick and easy. The ski turns
quite short
Tolerant flex slightly relaxed if compared to the universal
model: comfortable and accessible
premounted with salomon E M10 gripwalk White bindings
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157 (weight without bindings)

style code : 101257

style code : 101256

stop texting me

those french people are so rude

all terrain

junior

camox birdie rt

camox jr rt

157.1
tip : 12.7
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.5
radius : 18

163.1
tip : 12.8
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

169.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
This incomparable mid-fat all terrain ski is reputed for
its tolerance and playfulness. The association of a very
progressive flex and good lenghten side lines brings great
maneuverability and strong hold at high speed. With a DNA
derived from freestyle, the progressive and supple flex
makes it easy to handle and adapted to progression;
whereas its side lines give a very effective and stable edge.
Creativity for everybody on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 97mm at the waist
Progressive front rocker and slight rear rocker: great
maneuverability, control, pivot
Slightly straight sidecut (20 meters radius): more stability at
high speed, better balance with firmness and maneuverability
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow
contact: a good balance between stability and
maneuverability
Progressive flex: comfortable in curves and efficient
in all terrain
premounted with salomon E M10 gripwalk White bindings

139.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.2
radius : 16

149.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

157.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

technical specifications :

164.2

Construction: semi-cap step-down
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 3100 g / pair @163 (weight without bindings)

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

66

good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
Behaviour on snow : Destined to the 14-18 years old, the
camox junior combines rapidity and vivacity with its short
radius (16-17m). This ski has a good bearing capacity
thanks to its 90 mm under foot. Its tolerant flex make it super
accessible and catchy. It has a classic camber medium with
a double rocker which allow a great handling ability and pivot
move. A wild ski for young savages.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate float: 90 mm at the waist
Double rocker: great maneuverability, control, pivot
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot with
intermediate ski/snow contact for a perfect balance between
stability and maneuverability
Tight sidecut and 17 meter radius: good driving in curves.
Getting started for carving is quick and easy. Very short turns
Tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible
premounted with salomon L L6 gripwalk Black / White
bindings on size 139
premounted with salomon E M10 gripwalk Black bindings on
sizes 149 to 171
technical specifications :
Construction: semi-cap
Core: poplar / fiberglass
full ABS sidewall
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157 (weight without bindings)

171.1
style code : 101255
I’ll do anything you want

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

style code : 101339
I know what I’m doing

accessories

poles
Simply, the Black Crows accessory, necessary for real practice
and sometimes, for something more aesthetic.

68

resort
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stans new
description :
New carbon ski pole. Its main skill is speed, at your fingertips
with style. Aggressively efficient, it is built with a 13mm tube
and a specific handle with a very angular morphology which
allows a very good grip; it comes with a comfortable and
easy-to-handle wrist strap. On marked side, the stans has
a very resistant compact basket and a steel tip. Available
in three unique colours; you will surely find the pair that will
match your skis, your outfit... Or better, your style.
technical specifications :
Diameter: 13mm, carbon
Feature: injected black crows grip with «rubber» details
Strap: flexible
Basket: 60mm diameter, piste
Tip: steel
Size: 110-135
Weight: 230g/pole @ 125cm

black/ yellow 005

style code : 101491
this is not fake carbon

black/ pink 038

black/ green 081

all-terrain

mountainering

meta

oxus
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description :

description :

The black star. The Meta is a pole from new world. With a grip
in rubber that can be shaped with accuracy to fit the hand and
a 90mm basket that allows it to adapt to changes in terrain.
Just for even more details on this sensual stick, a chevron
pattern decorates its handgrip. The Meta is for everything and
everywhere and often very colourful.

Perfect balance. Sized for long-distance and endurance,
this is a loyal companion on long mountain descents, touring
or big mountain skiing. Perfect for those who want a classical,
light and strong pole. Its famous long grip makes it easy
to grasp, and its wrist strap – inspired by safety-harnesses –
is fixed with an heavy-duty cap. You can forget about it,
it is really there.

technical specifications :
technical specifications :

Diameter: 18mm, aluminium alloy 5083
Feature: New ultra precise grip
Adjustable strap
90mm flexible basket
Tip: steel
Size: 110-135
Weight: 230g/pole @ 115cm

white 023

Aluminium alloy 7075.
18mm diameter.
38cm long foam grip.
Mountaineering strap.
Anodised aluminium cap.
Squadron basket, 90mm diameter.
Carbide tungsten tip.
Sizes: 110-135
Weight: 215g/pole @115cm

yellow 026

style code : 101260
just pole it

black / yellow 005

pink 020

green 011

yellow 026

orange 018

style code : 100868
do not swallow

white / pink 025

mountainering
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furtis

duos freebird

black / white 039

description :

description :

The beast. Black minimalist in style, the furtis is a formidable
mountain companion for the skier who wants a light but solid
pole. Still with its celebrated 22mm diameter, still in 100%
composite – very strong and ultra-light thanks to its slightly
bendy structure that can absorb shocks, and still with a
long grip for the best grasp. Last but not least, its wrist strap
inspired by safety-harness is fixed with an heavy-duty cap.

2 part telescopic pole. The duos freebird is for the skier
looking for a lightweight touring pole that is sturdy and ultrareliable. With its Power Lock 3.0 height adjustment system,
its wrist inspired by safety-harness straps and the superior
refinement at the top of its long grip making it easier to grasp,
the duos combines all the technical features to be efficient
and mobile in the mountains.

technical specifications :

technical specifications :

Carbon.
22mm diameter.
38cm long foam grip.
Mountaineering strap.
Anodised aluminium cap.
Pivoting basket, 90mm diameter.
Carbide tungsten tip.
Sizes: 110-135
Weight: 250g/pole @115cm

Aluminium alloy 7075/carbon.
Upper part : 18mm.
Lower part : 16mm.
38cm long foam grip.
Mountaineering strap.
Anodised aluminium cap.
Pivoting basket, 90mm diameter.
Carbide tungsten tip.
Unisize: adjustable from 110 to 140.
Weight: 245g/pole

style code : 100869
does not vibrate

black / orange 027

style code : 100870
this is not a tripod

mountainering
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trios freebird
description :
Three-piece telescopic pole the trios freebird is light
and tough. 18mm of carbon-fibre in the top tube for lightness,
Power Lock 3.0 locking system for stability on deployment.
What’s more, the tapering long grip handle for the best grasp
and two sets of baskets (90 mm and 60 mm) make the trios
a pole for all-year use, in cross-country skiing or walking.
technical specifications :
Aluminium alloy 7075/carbon.
Upper part : 18mm.
Middle part : 14mm.
Lower part : 16mm.
38 cm long foam grip.
Mountaineering strap.
Anodised aluminium cap.
Pivoting basket, 90 mm diameter.
Carbide tungsten tip.
Unisize: adjustable from 115 to 140.
Weight: 260g/pole

black / blue 003

style code : 100871
sometimes a pole is just a pole

junior
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meta junius

duos junius
description :

description :

Beware: this is not a candy stick. The small brother of the
meta are aimed at juniors. with a 16mm diameter, they are
a little thinner than their big brothers and benefit from very
resistant compact baskets. The meta junius has the same
ergonomic grip as the meta which is comfortable to hold
as well as the same classic and robust strap. Available in two
colours, fluorescent yellow or white and pink, you won’t lose
sight of them.

For the very young, an adjustable two section pole.
The duos junius, allows you not only to see your child grow
at the same time as their poles but above all to keep a solid
ski pole for all terrain skiing for several winters. Produced
in pink and orange....A choice !
technical specifications :
Diameter: 16/14mm, aluminium alloy 7075
Feature: twist lock system
Grip: classic injected
Strap: flexible
Basket: 60mm diameter, piste
Tip: steel
Size: adjustable from 80-105
Weight: 190g/pole

technical specifications :
Aluminium alloy 5083.
16mm diameter.
Ergonomic grip.
Adjustable webbing strap.
Alpine basket 60mm diameter.
Steel tip.
Sizes: 80-105
Weight: 180g/pole @95cm

yellow 100436
style code : 100436

white / pink 100463
style code : 100463

orange 018

this is not a candy stick

style code : 101123

this is not a candy stick

pink 020

accessories - mountain touring

skins
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accessories - mountain touring
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pilus super light

pilus ultra light
description :

description :

Pilus skin is particular for its thin membrane which protects and
makes the glue waterproofed. Solid and durable, very practical
and indifferent to variations in temperature, Pilus is the ideal
friend for ascending to the summit with happiness. The super
light membrane is very resistant and 100% waterproofed.
Hybrid composition (mohair / nylon) for an excellent grip while
ascending and very sliding on the slope.

Pilus skin is particular for its thin membrane which protects
and makes the glue waterproofed. Solid and durable, very
practical and indifferent to variations in temperature, Pilus is
the ideal friend for ascending to the summit with happiness.
The ultra light membrane is lighter than the super light and
more space-saving. It is perfectly suited to the lightest freebird
models: Mentis freebird, Ova freebird and Orb freebird.
Hybrid composition (mohair / nylon) for an excellent grip while
ascending and very sliding on the slope.

Water-resistant material (fluorine-free): reductions in chemical
components that do not affect performance but mitigate the
ecological impact.
technical specifications :

New water-resistant material (fluorine-free): reductions in
chemical components that do not affect performance but
mitigate the ecological impact.

Plush material : 70% mohair, 30% nylon, hydrophobic
treatment PFC free, light membrane, efficient and durable glue.

technical specifications :

style code :
101268 - pilus solis (173/180)
101261 - pilus ferox freebird (170/176/181/186)
101262 - pilus corvus freebird (176/183/188)
101263 - pilus navis freebird (167/173/179/185)
101264 - pilus camox freebird (160/166/172/183/188)
101270 - trim-to-fit : 135mm x 190cm
101271 - trim-to-fit : 120mm x 185cm

to me there is nothing better than
feeling smoother than a dolphin

Plush material : 70% mohair, 30% nylon, hydrophobic
treatment PFC free, light membrane, efficient and durable glue.

style code :
101265 - pilus orb freebird (161/167/173/179/184)
101266 - pilus ova freebird (162/170/175/180)
101496 - pilus mentis freebird (157/164/171/178) > NEW

to me there is nothing better than
feeling smoother than a dolphin

merchandising

POS overview
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hardgoods
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skis and accessories
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blackcrows

cab 5-4 sas / black crows :
125 chemin des tissourds
74400 chamonix mont-blanc
France
tel. +33 (0)4 50 90 21 93
email. info@black-crows.com

black-crows.com
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